
Spaces for 
 the Senses



With architectural glass solutions as our primary focus, we strive 
toward solving your challenges through design, innovation and 
sustainability. We manufacture and supply glass walls, shower screens, 
railings and other related products to the glass industry, construction 
industry and players within the real estate development industry.

You can see examples of our work in several well-known buildings with 
high architectural ambitions - offices, commercial premises, public 
settings or private homes.
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GSAB’s operations include the brand Invitrea, 
where we create our own products within the 
categories Room, Railing, Bath, Exterior and 
Interior.

With a wide range of details and options, 
there are enormous possibilities to create 
exceptional solutions for several settings and 
needs.

Elegant and stylish designs, custom and 
quick-mount solutions with a perfect end 
result — we want to create fantastic and 
pleasant spaces for everyone. Quite simply, 
that’s the idea implied by Spaces for the 
Senses!

For us, glass is the primary focus 
area, and our goal is to create 
stylish designs with sustainability 
in mind. The design has been 
developed to provide products 
with a high-class functionality and 
long service life.

About Invitrea
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While it is the future we strive for, 
it is our past we stand on. Without 
experience, we cannot achieve 
our quality goals. For six decades, 
our customers have made the 
highest demands on quality and 
perfection. This has given us a 
unique insight into the potential 
of glass, which has further 
contributed to the  constant 
development of products and 
assortments.

Tradition and 
commitment 
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Materials and details

We constantly work toward developing 
our business operations and adapting the 
material used in our products to ensure that 
these meet our high-quality standards and 
minimise environmental impact.

Environment
We have set high standards for form and 
function. At the same time, we want the 
end result to be perfect. Our craftsmen’s 
requirements for quality and ease of 
installation are always a priority in our  
design work.

Form and function      

While our standard products go well with 
most designs, some products 
require unique solutions. We can provide 
project-specific designs if required.

Custom solutions
We always strive for stylish and timeless 
designs suitable for a variety of settings and 
styles. We apply high quality standards to 
our product manufacturing, which provides 
stable solutions with long sustainability and 
generous warranty periods.

Long sustainability     





Core values

Scandinavian design: design and aesthetics lie at the heart of our 
brand. We have a high functional standard with a technical design 
that facilitates installation and always gives a perfect end result.

Design

We always use new types of materials and find new solutions to create 
even better results, increase efficiency throughout the value chain and 
minimise our climate footprint.

Innovation

Through our products and production methods, we want to actively 
contribute to our society’s rapid transition to circular economy.

Sustainability



Markets

Retailers and wholesalersGlaziersProperty development 
industry 

We take a lot of pride in creating innovative solutions for companies operating in the following areas:
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Invitrea Room provides a wide range of glass walls for a variety of purposes. The range includes 
ready-made solutions as well as profiles, details and options. The possibilities for creating 
unique and customised solutions are therefore numerous. All products have a minimalistic 
design and are easy and quick to assemble.

Invitrea Room

Interior glass walls and doors
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Stylish and timeless glass walls that create pleasant 
spaces, public as well as private. We work actively with a 
long-term sustainability perspective and create solutions 
that provide long service life.

Different ranges,  
different needs
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We have several shower screen product ranges, 
divided into different series to suit most settings 
and needs. A wide range of details and options 
means you have a variety to choose from, so that 
you can get a solution that best suits your own 
style and taste.

Our sauna screens are timeless and perfect for 
public as well as private bathrooms The design is 
modern and stylish with aluminium profiles and 
full glass walls.

Our environmental mindset is reflected in our 
products as they have been manufactured with 
wise material choices and have long service life.

Invitrea Bath

Sauna and shower screens
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With Invitrea railing, you get a glass railing in a stylish and attractive 
design suitable for most settings, private as well as public. These easy 
and quick-mount railings render the perfect end result.

Invitrea Railing

Interior and exterior rails
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he products within Invitrea Railing 
are made of the highest quality, 
which provides stable solutions 
with long service life. The design 
is elegant and timeless, and is 
suitable for a variety of settings 
and styles.
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Our conservatories extend the summer season and provide increased 
comfort. Our conservatory systems provide protection from weather 
and wind, and are always tailored to fit your measurements and the 
number of doors required.

Invitrea Exterior

Conservatories and canopies

Our stylish canopies with sleek fittings look well blended with the 
façade. The roof can be mounted easily and elegantly on the façade 
without disturbing the original architecture.



Invitrea Interior

Utilise your space. Our sliding doors are dimensioned as per your 
requirements enabling you to best optimise your home or office 
space. A combination of modern design and top-quality material is 
reflected in our sliding doors.

Sliding doors for wardrobes





Get in touch with our sales team or refer to the following websites 
or other product catalogues for more detailed information about 
our products.
  
Gsab.se 
Invitrea.com
+46 854 611 700 
info@gsab.se

Contact
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